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By: Catherine Barrett, Staff Member
On March 15, 2011, the definition of “service animal” under federal regulations changed from
“any guide dog, signal dog, or other animal individually trained to do work or perform tasks”[1]
(file:///C:/Users/Steven/Dropbox/UK%20Law/Law%20Journal/Blog/Staffer%20Blog%20Posts/Barr
ett,%20Cathline/Barrett_blog_post_final%20-
%20edit%20%28Steven%20A%20Neace%29.docx#_edn1)to “any dog that is individually trained
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to do work or perform tasks”[2]
(file:///C:/Users/Steven/Dropbox/UK%20Law/Law%20Journal/Blog/Staffer%20Blog%20Posts/Barr
ett,%20Cathline/Barrett_blog_post_final%20-
%20edit%20%28Steven%20A%20Neace%29.docx#_edn2) (emphases added). The new
definition excludes all other species from full legal protection, including miniature horses.
Miniature horses are a new option in the field of assistance animals. Although few are in use in
the United States, horses trained to guide the blind provide a valuable alternative when a dog is
unsuitable, as in the case of observant Muslims, who view dogs as unclean.[3]
(file:///C:/Users/Steven/Dropbox/UK%20Law/Law%20Journal/Blog/Staffer%20Blog%20Posts/Barr
ett,%20Cathline/Barrett_blog_post_final%20-
%20edit%20%28Steven%20A%20Neace%29.docx#_edn3) Guide horses are trained to perform
the same tasks as guide dogs.[4]
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%20edit%20%28Steven%20A%20Neace%29.docx#_edn4) Horses appeal to those who are





Miniature horses are the only species other than dogs mentioned in the new regulations.[6]
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%20edit%20%28Steven%20A%20Neace%29.docx#_edn6)Although horses and their owners do
not get the same level of protection, their utility is at least recognized; all other nontraditional





It is important to balance the rights of the businesses expected to accommodate service animals.
Even if miniature, a horse is much more difficult to accommodate in human spaces than a dog.
Horses cannot curl up compactly in vehicles or underneath tables. They require more space[8]
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%20edit%20%28Steven%20A%20Neace%29.docx#_edn9) While the new regulations segregate
miniature horses from true “service animals,” public entities are required to make “reasonable
modifications in policies, practices, or procedures” to permit their use.[10]
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ett,%20Cathline/Barrett_blog_post_final%20-
%20edit%20%28Steven%20A%20Neace%29.docx#_edn10) When considering whether
modifications are “reasonable,” the entity may consider the size of the miniature horse, whether
the handler has control over it, whether it is housebroken, and whether the horse’s presence




If guide horses are useful enough that they must be accommodated under “reasonable”
circumstances, then they should be defined as “service animals.” While the regulations have
separately protected their use in public, excluding horses may cause their owners other legal




It is important to remember that America’s most iconic service animal, the Seeing Eye dog, is
less than a hundred years old.[13]
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ett,%20Cathline/Barrett_blog_post_final%20-
%20edit%20%28Steven%20A%20Neace%29.docx#_edn13) It would be naïve to assume that we
have explored all the ways in which animals can help people to live fuller lives, and innovation
cannot occur unless novel service animals can be used in public areas. Individuals need the
freedom to be pioneers. Abuses should be punished,[14]
(file:///C:/Users/Steven/Dropbox/UK%20Law/Law%20Journal/Blog/Staffer%20Blog%20Posts/Barr
ett,%20Cathline/Barrett_blog_post_final%20-
%20edit%20%28Steven%20A%20Neace%29.docx#_edn14) but should not lead to a definition of
“service animal” so narrow that it excludes domesticated animals with which humanity has had a
long and successful partnership.
The clear solution is to legally define service animals by their training, not by their species. The
original definition, emphasizing training to perform tasks, allowed those judging service animals
to consider “function, not form.”[15]
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individual choose the service animal best suited to his needs, while still leaving room to protect







%20edit%20%28Steven%20A%20Neace%29.docx#_ednref1) “Service animal means any guide
dog, signal dog, or other animal individually trained to do work or perform tasks for the benefit
of an individual with a disability, including, but not limited to, guiding individuals with impaired
vision, alerting individuals with impaired hearing to intruders or sounds, providing minimal





%20edit%20%28Steven%20A%20Neace%29.docx#_ednref2) “Service animal means any dog
that is individually trained to do work or perform tasks for the benefit of an individual with a
disability, including a physical, sensory, psychiatric, intellectual, or other mental disability. Other
species of animals, whether wild or domestic, trained or untrained, are not service animals for
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Guide Horses, The Guide Horse Foundation,http://www.guidehorse.org/misconceptions.htm
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dogs since 1929. Our Mission & History, The Seeing
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%20edit%20%28Steven%20A%20Neace%29.docx#_ednref14) The appropriate response to
concerns about pets being claimed as “service animals” is to punish fraud, not a species ban.
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